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Fig. S1. Gel results for HaeIII digestion of a 710bp amplicon of the cytochrome oxidase one (CO1) 
gene depicting lineage determination (S or F) of Acartia tonsa adults. The restriction enzyme cuts 
(digests) at two positions in the F haplotype that have the HaeIII recognition site (‘GGCC’), 
yielding a large fragment of 466 bp and two smaller fragments of 140 bp and 104 bp – the S lineage 
haplotype has no HaeIII recognition sites and thus is not digested by the enzyme (see Methods for 
addition detail). This gel image shows digestion results for the putative S-lineage individuals 
(drawn from S lineage cultures) that were used for CHN and size analyses (Both rows; S females 1-
15, males 1-12). Also shown on the bottom row are lineage test results for individuals used in the 
crossing experiments (set 2), listed by cross number in parentheses (see table 1, ‘ID’ column). 
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Fig. S2. HaeIII digestion of a 710bp amplicon of the cytochrome oxidase one (CO1) gene depicting 
lineage determination (S or F) of Acartia tonsa putative F individuals used in CHN and size 
analyses. In the top row, a 100 bp ladder was run (from bottom to top, first 10 bands are 100 – 1000 
bp in 100 bp increments) - and both positive and negative controls were run at the end. Note that 
positive control lanes are amplifications of pooled DNA from a number of sequenced (validated) S 
and F lineage individuals (both in the same sample), thus the observation of successful digestion 
(presence of a smaller band) in these controls indicates that the enzyme is active and thus would cut 
an F lineage haplotype, if present.  All amplicons from putative F individuals appear to be digested 
confirming their identification as F lineage individuals/ 
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Fig. S3. Gel image of HaeIII digestion of a 477 bp CO1 PCR amplicon (novel, A. tonsa specific 
primer set  - see Methods) for sixteen individuals randomly sampled from each pure culture after 
experiments were completed (lanes 1-16, row 1 and 2 for F and S, respectively) –  a negative 
control and a 250 bp ladder were run in lanes 17 and 18, respectively (the first 4 ladder bands 
represent 250, 500, 750, and 1000bp) in each row. Amplicons that did not cut when digested with 
HaeIII (only a single 477 bp band present) indicate an S lineage haplotype (Row 2), while 
amplicons that cut and produced 2 bands at 355 and 122 bp indicate an F lineage haplotype (Row 
1). All 16 individuals tested from the F culture appear to have the F haplotype, while all 16 
individuals from the S culture have an S lineage haplotype 
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Fig. S4. Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of CO1 sequences produced from the same 32 
individuals typed in Figure S4 (prefixed with ‘2016 F or S’), alongside published F and S 
haplotypes from Chen and Hare (2008), with Acartia Hudsonica as the outgroup. The tree was 
created in MEGA 7, (Kumar et al. 2016 Mol Biol Evol. 33:1870-4), using the K2P distance model 
and 1000 bootstraps. The tree shows the two divergent S and F clades, and all 2016 S individuals 
group with published S sequences (haplotypes H1-H8, genbank IDs EU274436-EU274443) and all 
putative 2016 F lineage individuals group with F sequences (haplotypes H9-H29, EU274444-
EU274464). Note that sequences of these individuals were produced from the same amplicon that 
was used for the HaeIII RFLP assay (Fig. S4), suggesting that the RFLP-based clade assignments 
show perfect correspondence with the sequencing-based clade assignment. 
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Fig. S5. Industrial rendering of mesh column setup for crossing experiments. Panel A depicts the 
position of columns sitting in the well plate, panel B shows column with measurements (see 
methods for description), and panel C depicts the column in 3-D. 
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